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For the first time, the concert will be broadcast live in high definition by 
medici.tv, an international digital platform and a leader in classical music 
content provision  

 
Conducted by Joolz Gale, 388 singers will 

take part in the participatory performance of 
The Messiah organised by ”la Caixa” 
Foundation at the Palau de la Música  

  
• ”la Caixa” Foundation presents the participatory concert of 

Handel’s Messiah at 8 pm on December 15 and 16 at the Palau de la 
Música Catalana.  

 
• ”la Caixa” has organised concerts of Handel’s oratorio since the 

1980s, and the event is by now a tradition in Barcelona, where it has 
been presented a "participatory" performance since 1995 with the 
goal of encouraging the social practice of singing and paying 
tribute to the work of choral associations.  
 

• This twenty-first mass performance in Barcelona of Handel’s 

Messiah, one of the most important and iconic works in musical 
history, sets a new record for participation, with a total of 388 non-
professional singers taking part in each of the two concerts 
organised by ”la Caixa”. 

 
• After three months’ intense preparation, these amateur singers will 

perform some of the choral parts in Handel’s well-known oratorio, 
accompanied by the Cadaqués Orchestra and the Chamber Choir of 
the Palau de la Música Catalana and the soloists Eleanor Dennis 
(soprano) Carlos Mena (countertenor), David Butt Philip (tenor) and 
David Soar (bass), led by the young British conductor Joolz Gale. 

 
• Since 1995, more than 42,000 people have lent their voices at the 

concerts organised, performing before a total audience of over 
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392,000. This time, moreover, ”la Caixa” Foundation is organising 
participatory concerts in eight cities, featuring more than 2,800 
amateur singers. 

 
• This educational and participatory project, promoted by ”la Caixa”, 

is completed by the presentation, at 12.30 pm on Sunday, December 
13, of the family concert Let’s Sing The Messiah, organised in 
cooperation with the Orfeó Català - Palau de la Música Catalana 
Foundation. This concert will give 211 children and young people the 
chance to discover and perform some of the most iconic passages in 
the oratorio, accompanied by the Vallès Symphony Orchestra. 
 

• For the first time, the participatory concert of The Messiah will be 
broadcast live, in high definition, by medici.tv, an international digital 
platform specialising in classical music. Besides this global live 
broadcast – medici.tv has audiences in 182 countries – the concert 
will also be available on demand for the next three months. Users 
can also watch the event live from the ”la Caixa” Foundation website 
and Press Room. 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Barcelona, 15 December 2015. The participatory concerts organised by 
”la Caixa” Foundation celebrate their twenty-first year in 2015. More than two 
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decades, in which thousands of people have enjoyed mass performances of 
The Messiah, one of the most iconic and important works in musical history. 
 
In 1995, ”la Caixa” Foundation became a pioneer in Spain by making the 
performance of Handel’s Messiah a truly collective experience, a dream for 
amateur choir members with a certain amount of musical training, who sing 
some of the choral parts of this great oratorio, accompanied by internationally 
renowned orchestras, soloists and conductors in the superb setting of the Palau 
de la Música Catalana. 
 
At each of the two concerts scheduled this year, led by the up-and-coming 
young conductor Joolz Gale, 388 non-professional singers will perform from the 
seats assigned to them in the Palau de la Música Catalana, accompanied by 
the Cadaqués Orchestra and the Chamber Choir of the Palau de la Música 
Catalana. The concert will feature an outstanding quartet of soloists formed 
Eleanor Dennis (soprano), Carlos Mena (countertenor), David Butt Philip (tenor) 
and David Soar (bass). 
 
This latest participatory performance of The Messiah in Barcelona is 
characterised by the great diversity of those taking part. Encompassing a huge 
variety of ages and professions, they form a great mosaic, representative of the 
citizenry, whilst sharing in common a particular interest in choral music. 
 
A team of professionals of the most extraordinary quality and prestige helped to 
prepare these participants, who will sing the choral parts of Handel's famous 
oratorio. The musical coaches this year were Jordi Casas Bayer and Daniel 
Mestre, and the piano accompanists were Josep Surinyac and Pau Casan. 
 
Together, they completed the intense work of preparing the singers over more 
than 40 hours of rehearsals. After these three months of musical collaboration, 
they all achieved all the goals set by the conductor. 
 

 

More than 42,000 singers at concerts organised by ”la Caixa” Foundation  

 
”la Caixa” Foundation promotes this participatory activity, which began in 
Barcelona in 1995. Since then, the collective event has spread to dozens of 
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Spanish cities, which have all achieved great success in terms of both 
participation and recognition. 
 
Since 1995, more than 42,000 participants have sung the choral parts in the 
works performed, and 392,000 people have attended concerts in many Spanish 
cities, including Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Seville, Saragossa, Bilbao, 
Santander, Pamplona, Granada, Oviedo, Palma, Santiago de Compostela, San 
Sebastián, Tenerife, Las Palmas, Valladolid and Murcia. 
 
Over the years, the organisers have expanded the repertoire to include other 
iconic choral symphonic works, from Mozart's Requiem to Carl Orff’s Carmina 

Burana, from a selection of great opera choruses to the most recent initiative, in 
2014, a participatory musical performance featuring a selection of excerpts from 
great musical classics in a production that enabled participants to sing 
alongside great soloists, accompanied by a symphony orchestra. 
 
In 2015, ”la Caixa” is organising participatory performances of The Messiah in 
eight cities, with more than 2,800 amateur choral music enthusiasts taking part 
in the concerts. 
 
A cultural project to promote social transformation 

 
Moreover, for the sixth consecutive year, ”la Caixa” Foundation’s Messiah 
project is completed by the organisation of a family concert featuring the 
participation of 211 children and young people aged from 6 to 18 years from 
social organisations and schools in the neighbourhoods around the Palau de la 
Música Catalana.  
 
In 2015, ”la Caixa” Foundation and the Orfeó Català - Palau de la Música 
Catalana Foundation join forces to implement this cultural and social initiative, 
which aims, through the practice of choral singing, to promote the social 
integration of children and young people and enable them to discover classical 
music through Handel's famous oratorio. These children and young people are 
members of choirs established by eight social organisations and four schools in 
neighbourhoods around the Palau de la Música Catalana, who have all worked 
under the Clavé XXI project, promoted by Orfeó Català, over the last three 
months.  
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They will perform a selection of scenes from the oratorio composed by George 
Frederick Handel, with the Vallès Symphony Orchestra and the Orfeó Català 
Youth Choir, conducted by Rubén Gimeno. The concert, part of the season of 
Family Concerts at the Palau, will take place at 12.30 pm on Sunday, December 
13, 2015. 
 
Live, high definition broadcast by  

”la Caixa” Foundation and the medici.tv digital platform have also joined forces 
for the first time to enable this participatory experience of The Messiah to reach 
the whole world. The two organisations share the goal of providing access to 
culture for all audiences and, for this reason, the world’s leading digital platform 
specialising the distribution of classical music content will film and broadcast the 
concert.  
 
The recording will be made in high-definition image and sound, and the 
performance will be broadcast worldwide over the websites of both medici.tv 
and ”la Caixa”, as well as the latter’s Multimedia Press Room. The live 
broadcast will be freely accessible on all these channel. The concert will also be 
available on demand, free of charge, on medici.tv for three months and 
subsequently on the ”la Caixa” YouTube channel. 
 
medici.tv broadcasts more than 100 live concerts a year in cooperation with 
leading institutions around the world. The platform has more than 300,000 
subscribers, operates in 8 languages and has users in 182 countries. Barcelona 
is sixth in the audience ranking by city. 
 
Joolz Gale, conductor 

 
The British conductor Joolz Gale has acquired extraordinary musical maturity 
over the years, combining genuine versatility with great knowledge and 
experience in the field of early music and a passion for the classical and early 
Romantic repertoire. 
 
Gale studied violin and music at Oxford University and then at the Royal 
College of Music in London, where he concentrated on voice. In 2007, he began 
his professional career as a soloist and choir member, and later, encouraged by 
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Sir John Eliot Gardiner, began to develop his abilities as a conductor as an 
apprentice to the Monteverdi Choir. 
 
Since then, Gale has been invited to conduct prestigious orchestras in Europe, 
Asia and Latin America. Amongst others, he has conducted the Shanghai and 
Chinese National symphonies; the Bremen Chamber Philharmonic; the 
Bamberg Symphony; the Cape Town, KwaZulu-Natal and Ukrainian National 
philharmonic orchestras; the Arturo Toscanini Philharmonic; the Taiwan 
National Symphony; and the Community of Madrid Orchestra and Choir. He has 
also acted as assistant to the conductors Sir Roger Norrington and Paavo Järvi. 
 
In 2010, along with members of the Berlin Philharmonic, he founded the 
Ensemble Mini in order to explore, through a critical spirit and in a reduced 
format, the symphonic works of great composers, an initiative that has received 
great critical acclaim. Gale has also performed with this ensemble on the 
leading German television and radio stations. 
 
In 2014, he recorded a prize-winning chamber version of Mahler’s Ninth 

Symphony, arranged by Klaus Simon, taking the piece on tour with the 
Camerata of the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Amsterdam. 
 
Cadaqués Orchestra 

 
The Cadaqués Orchestra was founded in 1988 by a group of young Spanish 
and European musicians with the clear purposes of working closely with living 
contemporary composers, reviving a legacy of Spanish music unjustly forgotten 
and promoting the careers of emerging soloists, composers and conductors. 
 
The ensemble quickly gained recognition for the commitment and quality of the 
musicians and their projects, working with such conductors as Sir Neville 
Marriner, Gennadi Rozhdéstvenski and Philippe Entremont, and soloists like 
Alicia de Larrocha, Victoria de los Ángeles, Teresa Berganza, Ainhoa Arteta 
and Paco de Lucía, amongst others. 
 
Since 1992, the Cadaqués Orchestra has promoted the International 
Conductors’ Competition, a biannual event that opens the doors of the 
professional market to young conductors around the world. Past winners 
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include Pablo González, Gianandrea Noseda, Vasily Petrenko, Michał 
Nesterowicz and Lorenzo Viotti, all of whom today occupy leading positions with 
prestigious orchestras. 
 
To promote and disseminate contemporary composition, moreover, the 
organisation also established the Cadaqués Ensemble Orchestra and created 
the post of composer in residence, as well as giving premiere performances of 
works by Xavier Montsalvatge, Jesús Rueda, Hèctor Parra, Jesús Torres, David 
del Puerto and Joan Guinjoan. 
 
The Cadaqués Orchestra has made many recordings for the Tritó and Philips 
labels, including Solfa la Redonda, a collection of classical music for children. 
Moreover, from the very first the orchestra has promoted educational projects, 
such as the Girona Counties Youth Orchestra. 
 
The ensemble has given concert tours in many countries in Europe, America 
and Asia. It operates as a private organisation and is supported by the National 
Institute of Performing Arts and Music (INAEM) of the Spanish Ministry of 
Culture and the Government of Catalonia’s Ministry of Culture. 
 
Principal Conductor: Gianandrea Noseda 
Chief Conductor: Jaime Martín 
Conductor Laureate: Sir Neville Marriner  
Artistic Director: Llorenç Caballero Pàmies 
 
Chamber Choir of the Palau de la Música Catalana 

 
The Chamber Choir of the Palau de la Música Catalana is one of the most 
prestigious and versatile professional choirs in Spain. It was founded by the 
Orfeó Català in 1990 with the mission of disseminating universal choral music, 
reviving Catalan musical heritage and encouraging new composition. Jordi 
Casas i Bayer was the conductor for the first twenty years, and Vila i Casañas 
has been chief conductor since September 2011.  
 
The Chamber Choir's repertoire includes works by composers from all periods 
and in all formats, from a cappella to opera and major symphonic and choral 
pieces. Moreover, one of its priorities is to give premiere performances of works 
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by contemporary composers. The vocal and artistic quality of its repertoire has 
made this ensemble, which has received the Government of Catalonia’s 
National Prize for Music, a leading chamber choir on the international scene. 
 
The Chamber Choir has worked with prestigious national and international 
orchestras, directed by such great conductors as Rinaldo Alessandrini, Daniel 
Barenboim, Gustavo Dudamel, René Jacobs, Jesús López Cobos, Marc 
Minkowski, Kent Nagano, Josep Pons, Sir Simon Rattle and Jean-Christophe 
Spinosi, amongst others. In 2010, the ensemble joined Tenso, the European 
Network for Professional Chamber Choirs. 
 
The ensemble has recorded for several labels, as well as radio and television 
channels. Their recent performances include a European tour to present Bach's 
Christmas Oratorio with Les Talens Lyriques and Christophe Rousset; a 
performance with the Orfeo Català of Leoš Janáček’s Glagolitic Mass at the 
Royal Festival Hall in London, accompanied by the London Philharmonic 
Orchestra and Choir and Tomáš Netopil; and a triple performance at Bremen 
Cathedral to open the Musikfest in that German city. 
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”LA CAIXA” FOUNDATION PARTICIPATORY CONCERTS 
 

THE MESSIAH 
 

G. F. Handel 
 

Tuesday, December 15 and Wednesday, December 16, 2015 | 8 
pm  

Palau de la Música Catalana 
BARCELONA 

 
CADAQUÉS ORCHESTRA 

CHAMBER CHOIR OF THE PALAU DE LA MÚSICA CATALANA 
 

Eleanor Dennis, soprano 
Carlos Mena, countertenor 

David Butt Philip, tenor 
David Soar, bass 

 
INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANTS 

Jordi Casas Bayer and Daniel Mestre, coaching conductors 
 

Conductor 
JOOLZ GALE 

 
 


